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Ullery Furniture CoUndertakers
HE LEFT

HIS SHIP

liquor forces are thoroughly In earnest and will probably keep up the agi
tation until their end is aceompiisnea
or irrevocably defeated. The saloon
men are alive to the danger and will
have the united support of all the
brewers and distillers of the country,
since the passage of a prohibition law
for the district would likely Ave a
tremendous influence throughout the
country.

ARTESIA
GOUNTY?

TO TRY NEGRO OF THE
TWENTY-FIFTINFANTRY.
Washington, D. C February 14.
EDSTEAMER In accordance with the orders of WILL IT BE FORMED OUT OF
CAPTAIN
OF LOST
COUNTIES?
DY
CHAVES
AND
LARCH MONT CRITICISED BY
the War Department, Corporal Ed
HIS PASSENGERS.
ward L. Knowles, a negro soldier of
Infantry will
the famous Twenty-fift- h
be court martialed at Fort Sill, Okla
homa tomorrow. The charge which
Knowles will face is assault with in
THREE NEW SCHEMES
tent
to kill Captain Edgar C. Macklin
KNOWN DEAD 138
Twenty-fifth
Infantry, who was
of the
officer of the dav at the time of the
Brownsville affair. As a result of the
riots and the discharge of the negro
soldiers that followed the colored men
are said to have entertained a grudge Mullens and Hudspeth Believed to
Have the Thing Stopped in the Low
Seventy-on- e
Bodies Have Been Recov- against Macklin.
Macklin
Tire shooting of Captain
er House, But Cameron is Not Tak
ered, and of These Forty-nin- e
Were occurred
on the night of December 21
Identified.
That last. Three shots were fired, two of ing Any Chances, Spiess Wants to
Not Expected
Abolish Quo Warranto Proceedings
More
Bodies Will Be Washed which struck the Captain and inflict
ed serious wounds. The third shot
in New Mexico Courts.
Ashore Today.
is not accounted for and it is believed
H

blood-staine-

Providence,

R. I., Feb. 14.

A new

element was injected into the horror
attending the loss of the steamer
Larchmont in Block Island . Sound
Monday night, when Captain McVey,
of the steamer Larchmont. early today admitted that bis life boat was
one of the first, If not the first, to
leave the sinking ship. This statement was made in reply to charges
by Fred Hiergsell. one of the survivors, that the passengers were left
to shift for themselves, that the
ship's crew crowded the boats without attempting to provide for the
passengers, .and that Captarn McVey
was the first to desert the ship.
McVey explained that while his
boat may have been the first in the
water, it was because lie had a good
crew, and that he remained by his
ship until she went down. He said
that he made no move to get into his
boat until he had given orders to the
men to lower all boats and clear
away the rafts. He says his boat rn
the water was fastened to the ship
by a rope whose running gear became fouled, and this was cut by the
boatswain who saw that as the ship
settled the boat would be drawn
down with it. The Captain claimed
he called upon the passengers to
Jump into his boat, which would hold
22. but in the darkness and confusion no one heeded his summons. He
claims that his boat was driven from
the ship by the wind.
At eight o'clock this morning the
number of known dead stood at 138.
Of these 71 bodies have been recovered, with 49 identified. The weather
today moderated, and under the cir
cumstances there Is little expectation
of more bodies being washed ashore
today.
.

FIELD

DAY FOR THE
TEMPERANCE CRUSADERS.

Washington. Feb. 14JSL Valentine's
day was seriously celebrated by the
Prohibition Crusaders of the District
of Columbia, thousands of the mem
bers of that young but militant organization participating In the most enthusiastic temperance demonstration
in the history of the city. Men. women
and children of all ages and conditions gathered In and around the great
white Capitol building and Joined In
an Impressive demand that the "rum
demon" be forever driven from the
capitol of the nation. A committee
of the temperance "crusaders was
granted a hearing and It is 'possible,
but not probable, that a bill to prohibit liquor selling In the district will
receive favorable consideration during the present session of congress.
Last year a measure of this kind was
Introduced by Representative Webber
of Ohio, but was lost In the congres
sional shuffle.
The Prohibition Crusaders of the
district of Columbia, the organization
which was In charge of today's demonstration, is a merger of several tern
perance societies and among Its thousands of members are many of the
leading clergymen and other prominent men and women of the capital.
The members of most of the Protestant churches of the city are taking
part hi the movement and are confident or its ultimate success.
It Is estimated that there are now
.nearly 1.000 saloons in Washington.
In addition to the numerous "blind
tigers" and
clubs. All of
re, these saloons of the district areyear,
quired to pay a license of $800 a
and this applies to clubs as well.
While this Is not as high aa In some
cities. It foots up a respectable total,
and many property owners are opposed to the abolition of saloons because
of the fear that It would Involve a
great Increase in taxes.;
Many members of .congress express
the opinion that today's demonstration by the temperance forces was
and would have met with
better success If postponed until the
next session. There is too much business before both bouses of the national legislature at the present time
to allow of any discussion of the tem- perance measures, regarding which
there would necessarily be a great dif
Terence of opinion.
That the issue of prohibition for
the district of Columbia Is a Mve one
there la no room for doubt. The antl
d

.
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At the M. E. Church, South.
Vocal Solos bv Mrs. Edw. Ellis.
Miss Edith Rodkey and Mr. L.
K. Alexander.
Violin Solos bv
Miss Eva Nelson. Sinrinsr bv

to the Daily. Record.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 14. The bill
for the creation of Artesia county is
now in the hands of the house committee on Counties and County Lines,
where the opponents of the measure
hope to kill it. Mullens is active in
his work against the bill, and Hud
speth thinks It is dead. These two
men will probably be able to keep it
from passing the house, but Cameron
is taking no chances and Is preparing
for legislative accidents by arranging to block it in the council. So far
as your correspondent can ascertain
the situation is well in hand, and
your representatives will need nothing more than the moral support of
your people, unless the fight gets
more serious. They have been carefully preparing for this and appear
to be in a position to hold it down.
Special

Special to the Daily Record.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 14. Spiess
introduced in the Council this morn
ing a bill providing ' for taxation of
express companies. The council then
the Ladies' Chorus and Piano went into committee of the whole
Duet by Mrs. W. L. Hill and for further consideration of the rev
enue bill.
Mrs. C. D. Thompson.
The house was not in session this
morning. The trip through Torrance
J. J. HILL SUMMONED
BEFORE THE COURT. county has been postponed on acSt. Paul. Minn., Feb. 14. A sub count of the sickness of Dalies.
poena was issued today by order of
a committee of the legislature today, Special to the Daily Record.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 13. A bill
directing President J. J. Hill to appear before the committee this after for the formation of Artesia county
noon to explain the recent deal of was introduced In the house this af
the Great Northern road in ore lands. ternoon (Wednesday) by Ruppe of
This committee was appointed for Bernalillo. The bill provides for the
the purpose of investigating an ore formation of a new county out of
land transaction between the Great parts ,of Eddy and Chaves counties.
Northern and the U. S. Steel Corpo Three new county schemes are now
ration, and the committee will make before the legislature, and efforts are
an effort to ascertain if under its being made to form a combination to
charter the Great Northrn has a pass the legislation, including these
county bills.
right to deal In ore lands.
The trip through Torrance county
has been postponed until Friday. No
FRED NEIGH BAUER
WEDS MRS. GUYSE. action on any county bill Is expectFred Nelghbauer, an
and ed' until after the legislators return
one of the best known residents of from this trip. It is claimed by their
the Pecos Valley, and Mrs. Mollie opponents that no new counties will
Guyse. a well known and highly re- be created, but hard work is being
spected lady of Lincoln county, were done for the division of San Miguel
married at ten o'clock this morning county, and the advocates of other
at the home of the bride's sister, Mrs. new county schemes will combine
,
Charles I Ballard, south of Roswell, with this.
Spiess introduced a bill in the
Elder C. C. Hill, pastor of the Chris
tian church, performing the ceremo council this afternoon to abolish quo
ny in the presence of the relatives warranto proceedings In the courts
and a few Invited friends. After the of New Mexico.
The house and council held a joint
wedding the couple left for the home
of the groom, who owns a cattle ranch session late this afternoon to conwest of Hagerman, where they will sider the establishment of a school
make their home. The contracting of archaeology in Santa Fe and the
parties have a host of friends in this donation of the old Palace for this
purpose.
part of the territory.
The council concurred In the
Ran Into an Open Switch.
house amendment to the council bill
St. Louis. Feb. 14. A fast St. Louis providing
for the appointment of
and San Francisco passenger train
was wrecked near Rankin last night
by striking a switch, believed to have
been tampered with. The fireman and
news agent were Injured.
:

old-tim- er

First Trolley Sleeper in Illinois.
St. Loots. Feb. 14. The first trolley sleeper ever run hi Illinois will
leave East St. Louis today for Decatur, via Springfield. Two sleepers
will be o era ted.
Councilman F. M. Jump and broth
er, R- - E.- - Jump, left on the auto today on a business trip to Corona.
U. S. WEATHER

BUREAU.

(Local Report)
Roswell. N. M. Feb. 14. Temperature. Max., 74; min., 38; mean, 56.
Precipitation, 00; wind N. E, ve
locity 5 miles; partly cloudy. '
Forecast. Roswell and Vicinity:
"

--

.

Fair tonight and Friday; stationa
,

ry temperature.
,

M. WRIGHT.

Official in Charge.

"

THURSDAY EVENING,

FEBRUARY 14,

--

county officers. The amendment pro
vides that the county commissioners
shall fill all vacancies in county of
fices, and the act takes effect from
and after its passage. Duncan, Chavez, Sergeant and Sulzer voted Nay.
Dalies and Murray were absent.
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THE CITY COUNCIL'S
ELEGANT NEW QUARTERS.
The new council chambers, on the
second floor of the new Stockard
building are being finished and will HITCH IN PROCEEDING WITH THE
THAW MURDER CASE.
soon, be ready for occupancy.
The
lighting fixtures were put in today.
A visit at the new room will convince
anyone that the new hall is a beauty.
both in finish and capacity. It is 50
JUROR'S WIFE Dif S .
by 27 feet, and a better public hall
does not exist in the business portion
of Roswell. It will accommodate the
council and the citizens who attend
its meetings and will afford plenty
of room for the flood of oratory that Juror Bolton Released to Reach Bed
often breaks loose at the gatherings' side of His Dying Wife. Others
Allowed Freedom on Honor. Grand
of the city's wise men.
"I didn't want to rent the room to Jury Indicts Newspapers for Print
the city," said Mayor Stockard to a ing Details of Evidence. President
May Be Authorized to Exclude PaRecord reporter this afternoon, "be
cause I was afraid some one would pers From the Mails.
but after the com
holler 'gra-a-afmittee In charge saw it, they insist
ed. They offered $30 per month, and
I let them have it at $25 per month.
The city pays $20 per month for the
of
New York. Feb. 14. Because
present crowded space."
the serious illness of Mrs. Joseph B.
Bolton, wife of a juror, there is fear
WANTS TO BUILD THEATRE
in the
AND SKATING RINK. that there will be a mis-tri"I know a man who wants to build Thaw case. Sirs. Bolton, who is 55
a combination opera house and skat- years old, is suffering from double
ing rink in Roswell, and he will do pneumonia, and is now passing thru
it if he gets the right concession and the crisis of the disease Mrs. Bolton
the proper encouragement from the passed a restless, sleepless night,
cattlemen's convention," said Mayor and her attending physician says she
Stockard to a Record reporter today; has no better than an even chance
The mayor explained that the propos- of recovery.
The Thaw trial was in session only
ed building would be suitable as a
place of assembly for the convention a few minutes this morning, when
and that the man who is willing to information regarding the condition
put it up, will do so right away if of Mrs. Bolton caused Justice Fitzthe cattlemen and council show their gerald to order a recess until two
willingness to assist in the manner this afternoon. Dr. Evans was called
appropriate to their powers. The cit- to the stand and his direct examinaHe
izen has been in Roswell five or six tion by Del mas was resumed.
months, but does not want his name stated that during his three visits to
mentioned unless something is done. Thaw he formed an opinion as to
his mental condition.
This opinion
was formed on oral statements which
Big Orders for Cement Brick.
This morning's mail brought A. L. were very essential. Attorney Je
W. Nilsson, the' Hondo stone man. rome said he would offer no objection
an order for 150,000 cement topick to the witness relating the conversa
to be made for building purposes at tion with Thaw during his first three
Texico. This makes 700,000 cement visits as a result of which the alien
brick this company has sold in Texi- ist formed an opinion that the de
co and Farwell already this year, and fendant was of unsound mind. Evans
the Hondo company has also sold was about to relate the conversation
the people there 37 carloads of sand when the recess was ordered.
Mrs. Bolton, who had
from their spur at Riverside. This is
LATER:
the best of evidence as to what the been unconscious all forenoon, died
people of other towns, end especially Just as her husband reached her bed
the people from the older states think side.
of cement brick as a first class build
The Thaw trial was postponed un
ing material.
til Monday morning. It was agreed
upon motion of District Attorney JeDeath From Tuberculosis.
rome, Thaw's attorneys concurring,
John A. Wallace, who came here that the other eleven jurors should
four months ago from New Diggings. not be kept under lock and key any
Wis., to secure the benefits of the longer, but should be allowed to re
climate, died at the tubercular annex turn to their homes pending the reat St. Mary's Hospital, and the re sumption of the trial Monday mornmains were shipped yesterday to the ing. Jerome appealed to their honor
home of his brother in Clarion, Iowa, not to read stories of the case nor
where burial will occur. He was a talk of the case.
friend of J. H. Clarkson, of this city,
Newspapers Indicted in Kentucky.
who accompanied him here last fall,
Lebanon, Ky., Feb. 14. The coun
after a visit in the North.
ty grand jury last night returned indictments against the Cincinnati EnFirst Band Concert. of the Year.
quirer, hte Louisville Herald, the
The Roswell City Band, under the Louisville Times and Evening Post
direction of Capt. Jack Fletcher, turn for printing and circulating "offensive
ed out last' night and gave a concert and indecent" proceedings of the
on the street. Some members of the Thaw
trial.
depleted
band were absent, which
To Exclude Papers From Mails.
on
the
the harmony- section, but
Washington, Feb. 14. Representa
whole they played well and the music tive Wharton, of Illinois, introduced
was greatly appreciated by a large a resolution in
the house today auth
number of citizens. The band has orizing the President to exclude from
practiced all winter and will be in the mails any and all publications
good condition for the summer con- "containing
the revolting details" of
certs in the Plaza.
the Thaw case and other cases of
a similar nature.
FOR RENT.
three
consisting of
Apartment
SECRETARY STRAUSS
rooms and bath, also gas range. ApHAS NEW IDEAS.
-R.
or
MeClane,
Wm.
J.E.
ply to Dr.
Washington,
14. A new de
Feb.
96tf
Walton.
parture was made in the admlnistra
tion of affairs in the Department of
Commerce and Labor by Secretary
Strauss,- - who yesterday assembled all
the chiefs of bureaus of that depart
ment for what he termed the first
"cabinet meeting." The Secretary be
lieves that regular conferences of
the chiefs will Increase the efficiency
of the department, and proposes to
hold such meetings twice a month.

HiiSHSby

:,Cases::g I
The sectional kind. Buy what yon want now, and add
iamaeh
to it as yonr library grows. Cost less money and
more convenient than any other Book Case. We handle
the best line of sectional book cases to be had in the market. Any finish desired.
.
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FURNITURE
THE LEADERS,

.

-
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Always Open.
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CONCERT TONiQHT

......

Roswell, Artesia, Carlsbad.

n

that the negro accidentally shot himself in the struggle with Macklin.
The evidence against the negro is a
blouse bearing his ini
tials, wnlch was found near the post.
There was a bullet hole in the sleeve
and corresponding wound was found
in Knowles arm. Captain Macklin
will testify that Knowles is of about
the same height as the man that shot
him and that his voice is like that of
his assailant. Another point in the
evidence against the negro is that he
treated his wound secretly, contrary
to the usual custom of soldiers, who
taKe advantage of any pretext for ask
ing to be placed on sick leave.
The negro has declared from the
first that he is innocent and has said
that he can prove an alibi by sixteen
witnesses. He declares that) the
wound on his arm was caused by a
nail. It is declared here that Knowles
is wanted by the navy for desertion
and that he will be tried on that
cnarge In case he is acquitted of assaulting Captain Macklin. Lieutenant
Hensley, Jr will be judge advocate
at the court martial.

MOTE
NUMBER 296

Long Distance Phones.

fully two hundred barns and out
houses, entailing a loss of $200,000,
so far as can be learned today only
two lives were kraU Nearly a thous
and people, including 150 families,
are homeless.

KNOX FOR

SMOOT

HARRIMAN REFUSES
TO SELL STEAMERS.
San Francisco; Cal., Feb. 14. The

Examiner says today that President
Harriman, of the Pacific Mail Com
pany, has refused all offers of the of PENNSYLVANIA
SENATOR OPPOS
ficials of Toyen Kisha Kisen Kaisha,
ED TO EXPELLING HIM.
a Japanese company operating steam
ers between this point and the Orient,
to sell out his line of steamers in
part or whole. The Pacific Mail Co.,
it Is said. Is now considering a prop
osition from Mexico, by which the
NO LAW FOR IT
Pacific Mail is to abandon the Pan
ama route in toto and run steamers
in connection with the Tehuantepec
Isthmian line, or else divide into the
steamer service between the two Isth- U. S. Law Guarantees Religious Tolmial routes.
eration, and There is No Federal
o
Statute Against Polygamy Aplica-bl- e
MRS. KEEBLER CONDUCTS
to Utah, Says Knox, Afraid of
AN INTERESTING PROGRAM
The Woman's Club met yesterday Establishing Precedent.
Library
afternoon at the Carnegie
with a good attendance and heard a
program of high merit conducted by
Mrs. Iva J. Keebler.
The reigns of
Louis XV. and Louis XVI. were the
periods in French History covered
Washington, Feb. 14. Senator Knox
Mrs. Luther Stover had an interesting
paper on the early life of the first made an address In the senate today
of tje two Louises mention and touch in support
jt Senator S moot's title
ed on the John Law Mississippi "Bubble," the Plague and other topics of to a seat in the senate as a represenpith and point. Mrs. Percy Evans tative from Utah. He strongly oppos
gave a talk on the Camisards, Louis' ed the report of the Committee on
betrothal to the Infanta of Spain, his Privileges and Elections which fav
marriage at the age of 15 to Maria
Leczinska, the Colonies under Louis ors the ousting of Smoot. Knox in
XV., and other topics, giving much in- sisted that Smoot should not be exteresting history in an entertaining pelled because of hia Mormonism, as
manner.
religThe leader had as topics Madame the United States guarantees
de Pompadour, Madame du Barry, Lo ious toleration. He should not be exuis XVI, and Maria Antoinette, four pelled even if he approved of polygof the greatest and most interesting amy, as there is no federal law ag
characters in all French history. ainst polygamy applicable to Utah.
She handled her subjects splendidly Subject to
the constitution, Knox
in a comprehensive and entertaining
paper. The program was concluded said, "the states are left untrammelwith quotations by the different mem- led in the right to choose senators."
bers from the writers of the period. It Is an easy step after the first one
is taken," continued Knox, "because
o
of a man's religion, to take the next
PROSPECT WELL WILL BE

PUT DOWN AT ADY'S
George Adyt, who found oil in his
water well at his place four miles
northeast of Roswell the first of the
week, has quit drilling for fear he
will strike oil in sufficient quantity to
spoil the fine water that now flows into his casing. Isaac Caafleld. the
oil man was very
enth"siastic
about the oil prospect in the Ady field
today. He said: "You can say posi
tively that a prospect hole will be
sunk."
ex-De- rt

and logical one of exclusion because
of the man's politics, and then be
cause of his attitude toward certain

legislation."
Temperance Advocates Parade.
Washington, Feb. 14. Temperance
advocates,
one thousand
strong.
marched through the National capi
tol oday in support of the bill introduced by Representative Webber,
of Ohio, to rid the District of Colum
bia of the liquor traffic. Only fifty of
the temperance advocates were able
to get into the room while Representa
tive Webber and others were speaking before the House Committee on
District of Columbia in the effort to
secure a favorable report upon the
bill, but the army of Prohibitionists
moved constantly past the open door
of the room and lent their support
to the arfguments against the sale

EAST LYNNE COMES UP
TO ALL EXPECTATIONS.
The crowded house that witnesses
the production of East Lynne by the
Spooner Dramatic Company at the
Majestic last nisrht had only words
in
of compliment for the manner
which this great old play was put on.
The Company has shown great stren
gth throughout its engagement here
and it was especially noticeable last
night. The specialties were good, as
usual. The company plays again tonight, tomorrow night, at Saturday of liquor.
Peace in. Central America.
afternoon matinee and Saturday night
and then goes to Carlsbad.
Washington,
Feb. 14. Dispatches
The play tonight is) "Beh Bolt," received by the President today
the story of a sailor and his sweet from the presidents' of Nicaraugua
heart.
and Honduras gave assurance of the
maintenance of peaceful relations
SUFFRAGISTS ARRESTED
between the two countries. In resFOR DISORDERLY CONDUCT. ponse to
the joint note V the United
woman
London, Feb. 13. Fifty-si-x
States, Mexico, Guatemala and othsuffragists were arrested within the er Central American
countries, both
precincts of the house of parliament presidents signified'
a willingness to
last evening and arraigned 'today on submit their differences to
arbitra
charges of disorderly conduct and re tion.
sisting the police. Mrs. Deshard, sis
ter of General French, who was the
Oklahoma Eastern Star.
Enid. Okla.. Feh. 14 Tho niilahn.
leader of yesterday's attack, was
sentenced to pay a fine of $10 or 21 ma Grand lodge of the Order of the
Star began Its annual session
days in jail. The same women who Eastern
here today, with several hundred dele
had been previously imprisoned were gates in attendance.
The convention
also fined $10 with the option of a will last through
month's imprisonment. The rest were
Fire Engine Breaks Down.
ined $5, or two weeks in jail. AH of
The City fire engine will have to be
go
jail.
to
to
them elected
taken to the repair shop while a new
'
o
wheel is being sent for and replaced
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
company made a practice run at
HOLDING CONVENTION The
o'clock yesterday evening and at
Topeka. Kan.. Feb. -- 14. Delegates five
from nearly all the counties of the the corner of Fift hand Pecos passed
state are here for the annual session over a crossing on a rapid run in such
a manner as to smash the wheel all
of the Kansas County Commissioners
Association, which convenes here to- to pieces.
day. The convention will last several
Sunnyside Sanitarium Sold.
days and the commissioners will at
Dr. J. B. Keaster ftas old his half,
tend the meeting of the legislature. interest
In the Sunnyside Sanitarium
and Tent City northwest of town to
Texas Nut Growers Meet.
Miss Eunice Bell and his partner,
Austin, Texas, Feb. 14. The Texas Carl
Hicks will run the place In conNut Growers' Association began its nection
with Miss Bell.
Keaster
Second annual meeting here today. established
this tent city last May and
Many prominent men Interested In will
devote
all
to
his
time
his
as
work
present
and will
the nut industry are
practicioner and eye, ear,
deliver addresses. The convention general
nose
and throat specialist.
will last through
Best to Plant Now.
Dairying Course for Farmers.
Now Is the best time to plant
14. The Mis
Miss.,
Feb.
Jackson,
CLOTHING MERCHANT DIES
sissippi Agricultural and Mechanical trees, before the roots begin to
FROM PISTOL WOUND. college today opened its annual short grow. R. F. Cruse has all
kinds
Feb.-- . 14. B. Kuppenhei-mer- , sourse in dairying.
Chicago,
Many farmers cheap.
parts
taking
manager of the firm. B. Kuppen-helme- r from all
of the state are
& Co., clothing merchants, advantage of the opportunity afford
Col. I. H. Elliott came up from
securing
of
from prac
ed
died at his home here this morning, tical dairymen. instruction
The opening was or Dexter this morning.
from a pistol wound. It is not known iginally set for February 4 but was
P. M. Baker, of Artesia. was in
,
whether It was suicide or. accident. postponed.
'

.

r.

.

I

the city today.

Medill McCormick to Speak.
o
Kansas City. Mo, Feb. 14. Medill
W. M. Crow came In from Four
MoCormick, editor and publisher of Lakes yesterday.
the Chicago Tribune, will be the principal, speaker at the Kansas City Ad
C. C. Killgore came down from
Club dinner this evening. His subject
will be "Advertising a Great News Canyon City last night.
paper,
newspaper men
ty cottages and residences, three ho- from
1L L. Kelly came un from Carls
all over Missouri will attend he
tels, the Carr memorial church and dinner.
bad this morning.
LOSS OF LIFE
:
WAS EXAGGERATED.
Pine Bluff, Ark, Feb. 14. Notwith
standing the rumors in regard to se
rious los of life as the result of the
fire which last night destroyed nineREPORTED
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Is the day the

mate.

The Republicans of Chaves and
Spiess overPossibly Councilman
looked the constitution of the United Eddy counties should at once make
known their opposition to the Artesia
States.
county scheme. The Democrats are
Opportunity knocks once. Incompe- with them in this matter but in
tency knocks all the time. Saturday putting it before the legislature on
partisan Republican grounds, we realEvening Post.
ize that the Artesia men have turned
The true test of a workman is that a trick that practically eliminates
he can do something with whatever Democratic influence, except for one
vote in the Council and two in the
tools he may have.
lower house.

If he keeps on" Colonel Frost will
Those Artesia people are not quitget mad enough some day to bite
ters. Roswell must keep awake. The
himself and' break his false teeth.
legislature probably will not consider
the voice of the people, nor the busito
gang
determined
old
Beems
The
ness
interests, simply because a
hold It men in office, even if they
majority
large
of the people in Eddy
govern
national
to
the
have
abolish
are Democrats.
Chaves
and
counties
meat
We might as well face the fact that
hope we have of averting
The Republican light at Santa Fe what little
in the efforts of Pecos
disaster
lies
probably will result in a compromise,
even they
but the people will gain a portion at Valley Republicans and
with
standing
not
are
in
the
of
best
least of what is due.
the legislature, on account of being
friends of Governor Hagerman.
President Roosevelt will get around
to public ownership of the railroads
CORRECTLY STATED.
after awhile. If coal mines are public
that district attorney bill pro
If
utilities, wny noc rauroaas;
vided for Immediate election of
district attorneys by vote of the
The Santa Fe New Mexican says
people, the Record would be ready
the legislature "is making hay slow
to climb on the band wagon. But
ly." We should say rather that It Is
its sole purpose is to take the ap
trampling good traw Into the mud.
pointive power away from the gov
ernor until the statute of limita
Perhaps this woujd be a good time
tions runs against the prosecution
of election frauds and other crimes.
for E. A. Caboon to again assume
The proposition to place the ap
the leadership of his party in the
pointive power for two years in
Pecos Valley, for the defeat of the
the Territorial Council was merely
Artesia county scheme.
the offer of a bribe to the upper
will
It Is now up to the Republicans of housego for votes. But the bill Camthrough without the
not
the Pecos Valley to defeat the Arteeron amendment providing for a
sia county scheme. The Democrats,
special election. 'Roswell Record.
except those hi the legislature, have
In the foregoing paragraph our
been sidetracked by the cleverness
Roswell neighbor states our position
of the Artesia boomers.
on the district attorney matter, ex
bill really put the choice
Partisan and factional politics con- actly. If theattorneys
Into the hands
district
of
trol, at least in the lower house of
the people, or intended to do so.
the legislature, and the Interests of of
should favor" it, because we bethe taxpayers probably will have no we
government should be
lieve
effect In stopping the measure to broughtthat
to the people as posas
near
divide Chaves and Eddy counties for sible;
in question does
bill
the
but
spite.
not aim to do anything of the sort.
On the contrary, its purpose was to
Because Chaves and Eddy counties take the appointing power out of the
voted against Andrews for delegate hands of the governor, and keep it
to congress, they may be robbed of out of the hands of the people, until
some of their, very best territory to a "few gentlemen who have been re
vent the spite of a lot of political moved for general incompetency can
mountebanks. What an argument for have a chance to get back into office,
statehood.
by "working" the council; but the
authors of the scheme appear to
Wouldn't that bill to give the dis have found out that the council is
trict Judges and district attorneys not to be "worked" so easily, and
the power to remove coMty officials the prospect is now that the thing
finish things? Not even a Jury only will be turned down In the upper
a federal Judge and a district attor house. Albuquerque Journal.
ney appointed by the Territorial Conn
cil In absolute control.
PETITION FOR FURTHER DISPUTE ON CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
The new tactics of the Artesia
The "Parson" some time since de
county boomers rather, cuts the Dem- cided
that Christian Science argu
ocrats out of the fight but maybe
ment
had been presented through
that
there are enough Republicans In Eddy and Chaves counties who are op- the Record, awarding the verdict to
posed to the scheme to have some Rev. Edwin Emerson Davis, of RosInfluence on "the legislature.
well, in thirty counts. Now it seems
that the head of the C. S. publication
The New Mexican objects to tak- bureau at Boston wants to start
ing the schools oat of politics, on the something new. The "Parson" has
theory that school men are not as been so badly
under the weather
"broad and liberal in their views as since Sunday that even his immateother citizens, generally. Perhaps the rial mind wouldn't work and on top
editor of the gang organ has heard of this to argue with a man who
that the Governor Is a college man. doesn't believe in the reality of such
things as a torpid liver and tired
Two bills a.re before the legislature nerves, would be out of the question.
for the abolition of licensed gambling. However, we should remark before
One of them is a copy of the Little-fiel- presenting the- communication that
.bill In al lits essentials and Is the courts do not permit lawyers to
an honest effort t abolish the evil. plead conclusions of law. They must
The other la merely a little package plead ' facts and prove them, after
which the court makes application
of buncombe from the old gang.
of the law.
The Council seems to be even, more
As a plea for Justice to the mo
liberal than the lower house on the tives of Christian Scientists, and deproposition.
It fense of their ethics, the communica
district attorney
would vest all powers not heretofore tion Is a unobjectionable. Only there
takes away from the Governor in the appears to be no statement of facts
district attorneys and federal Judges,
and deny accused county officials the
right of trial by Jury.-

-

Until we know what statutory provision Is proposed in Its place. It Is
hard to say what purpose the legislature has in abolishing quo warranto
proceedings from the courts of New
Mexico. But on Its face it would mean
that pabHc officers could not be removed and that .corporations might
vklite the restrictions of their charters with Impunity.

the Artesia county boomers
hae appealed to the legislature on
purely partisan Republican grounds,
th Republicans of Chaves and Eddy
counties probably will declare themselves,. The Democrats already, have
three votes in the legislature pledged
against the measure, but must depend
upon the Republicans to line np
ti.nc

--
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At The
Candy Store

,"

You will find a nice lot of
freeh Cundy, just from the

kitchen. Don't the following sound like it would be
good? r
"Turkish Nougat,'

2-- '

Yankee Toast."

"Cocoannt Drops."
r"Ctocoanut Brittle!"

Kipling's
iGandy Store

tX

For ine Most

8EGRETARY HITCHCOCK
IS COMPLETELY VINDICATED
The Senate's1 vindication of Secretary Hitchcock accomplished by the
action of that body upon the various

Parntniiar

Everything us- ed in thedaint- iest of toilets.

PRESS.

birds enough members of tlreir own party
to stop' the deal.

d

i

--

15c

-

v-

.......

our way out of materialism Into spir- AS NEW YORK,. SEES THE
ituality
the
of the world into
IMMIGRATION PBOBLEM
. ' '
heavenly condition; 7
problem now,- as
immigration
The
1
Yours truly,
.
always, is one of great .importance to
ALFRED (PARLOW.

Payton Drug, Book
Stationery

&

Company.

on which to base a judgment.
Whereas Mrs. Eddy declares that

the more ignorant the patient the
more successful the treatment, here
comes her disciple decrying our lack
of understanding. Truth of the mat
ter is that the Christian Scientists
appear to the "Parson" to indulge
generali
in vague and
ties to the exclusion of substantial
and specific evidence. To our mind
the crucifixion of Christ was real, in
the flesh as well as the spirit, and
the nails driven through His hands
and feet hurt Him as did the nails
hurt the two thieves crucified on
either side of Him. His agony was
real. We suffer in the flesh as well
as the soul for violations of God's or
Nature's law. whether those viola
tions be inflicted by ourselves or by
microbes. If we voluntarily roll over
a precipice we are hurt. Likewise are
we injured if someone else pushes
us over.
Finally we do not accept the Chris
tian Science interpretation of the Bible, nor Mrs. Eddy's "Key to the Scrip
tures." We hold that Christ never
referred to the perfect life as attainable until after the death of the
body. Meanwhile Mrs. Eddy and her
disciples are subject to liver trouble
and egotism, just like the rest of us,
Further communications on this
subject will be charged at the rate
of five cents a line.
high-soundin-

"Boston,

g

Mass., Feb. 6. 1907.

"Editor of The Daily Record,
Roswell, New Mexico.
In your editorial com
"Dear Sir:
ments upon a discussion of Christian
Science which has recently appeared
in your paper, you say: "We are
aware that many great scientists
have held that matter is unknowable
but unlike Mrs. Eddy, they do not
deny the existence of matter. Neither
do they pretend to understand the
ways of God which are past finding
out."
It is well to note that Jesus, the
founder of Christianity, said of mat
ter, "It is the spirit that
the flesh proflteth nothing." This is
as strong a statement as can be found
in the Christian Science
How much is nothing? What can be
the constituency of that which is altogether unprofitable? Who made unprofitable thing? We venture the assertion that the difficulty with our
critic is that he does not understand
what Christian Science gives in the
place of that which it repudiates. The
declaration that matter is unreal does
not mean that the universe is unreal.
but that the human material miscon
ception is unreal. Science does not
deny the existence of any created
thing. It only denies that peculiar
sense of it which is entertained in the
uneducated human mind by the qual
ity of understanding which does not
perceive it from the spiritual and
attaches the word "reality" only to
that which is eternal and incapable
of change.VjThe transient unprofitable
things of material existence have no
foundation in fact and do not belong
to the realm of the real, a fact which
Jesus clearly set forth in the above
declaration.
It is quite true that God's ways are
Infinite and that they are beyond the
present conception of morals, but it
Is possible to understand' God in a
degree, and to add a little each day
to this store of knowledge, and fin
ally it will lead into "all truth," but
we must begin to attain such knowl
edge through the Spirit of Truth.
through the . spiritual understanding
concerning Truth, In contradistinc
tion to a material sense of it. Jesus
said. "This is life eternal, that they
might know thee the only true God,
and Jesus Christ, whom thou has
sent." This clearly sets forth the fact
that the permancy of being, called
immortality or heaven, which all
Christians seek. Is to be obtained by
a true understanding of God and His
Son, his likeness. As mortals grow
in their understanding of God, they
grow In their understanding of what
they have to do so like Him, to be
the Image and likeness of God, and
this constitutes Christian knowledge
and practice. Jesus evidently had this
in mind when he said, "He that be
lie veth on me. the work that I do
shall be do also," he who understands what I .understand, and prac
tices what I practice shall be followed by the same results. He demons,
trated the way from earth to, heaven-ansaid. "I am the Way." We must
follow in his footsteps to understand
what ''he understood and deport ourselves accordingly hj order to, vend
text-boo- k

-

Indian' Territory amendments to the
Indian appropriation bill, is complete.
In a communication to the Senate
while the bill was, pending, President Roosevelt specifically Indorsed
every policy and act of Secretary
Hitchcock which has been recently
brought into question by Senators.
The withdrawal of the public lands
from entry, the order creating a forest
reserve in Indian Territory, the entire
course of the department in establishing stringent regulations to govern
mineral and oil lands all were given
the unqualified approval of the Pre
sident.
The Senate has rejected in toto the
recommendations of the special com
mittee of Senators appointed to inves
tigate the affairs of the Five Civilized
Tribes. This committee, without ex
ception, was personally and officially
hostile to the Secretary of the Inter
ior.
Members of it from time - to time
let drop remarks suggestive of impeachment.
They said his policies
were "throttling the business development of the West." They recom
mended legislation as to the coal se
gregation, as to oil leases and as to
the restrictions in Indian Terrttoryfhe three most important questions
down there which would reverse the
Hitchcock policies.
Senators Carter
and Heyburn made speeches vigorous
ly denouncing the St. Louis Cabinet
officer.
-

Hitchcock's vindication is largely
due to Senator Curtis of Kansas, who
became the central figure in the In
dian debate when his term of senator
ial service was. only four days old.
Curtis brought his infinite knowledge
of Indian matters to bear on the Sen
ate. The older and more influential
Senators Spooner, Hale, Frye, Lodge
and Aldrich all took his view. They
concurred in striking all of the com
mittee recommendations out of the
bill on points of order, a test vote
being taken an unusual thing on a
point of order.
The restrictions question
is
the
most essential to the Territory. The
action of the Senate indicates that
that body will not vote to remove
restrictions for years to come. Of
course, the whites of the Southwest
will regard this as disastrous to the
prosperity of the State of Oklahoma.
But the lawmakers look at it from
the viewpoint of the Indian solely,
and describe the activity of the "business interests" in the 'restrictions
matter with such hard adjectives as
"sordid" and "rapacious." St Louis
Republic.
Must Earn Their Salaries.
The new head of the Bureau of Am
erican Republics, John Barrett, is evidently a disciple of the Strenuous
Life theory, and is adopting methods
calculated to make our southern neigh
bors sit up and take notice. For fif
teen years that staid and eminently
respectable bureau has moved along
in the same old rut, without sufficient
energy to formulate a good excuse
for its existence. The new director
has changed all this and has demand
ed that the employes do something
to earn their salaries." For years a
job in this bureau has been looked
upon as a soft snap akin to that of
"calendar clerk," in a certain state
legislature, whose duty it is to tear
a. leaf off a calendar once a month
Now all this has changed and the
headquarters of the bureau presents
a scene of unwonted activity. Direc
tor Barret evidently intends to keep
something going, on.
Now is the time to get good Corn,
Oats, Bran Chops and Hay, as our
line is complete. Roswell
Trading
Co.

P. V. A N. E. TIME TABLE.
(Railroad Time.)
Northbound, arrive
10:10 a. m.
Northbound, depart, .... 10:25 a.m.
Southbound, arrive.
4: SO p.m.
South bound, depart, ..... (:00 p.m.
v

.....

this country. In certain sections of
the country," the Immigrant of the
right kind is In great demand. This
is particularly the case in .the wheat
fields of Kansas and in certain of the
southern states where there is a demand for labor in the cotton fields
which cannot be supplied
On the other hand certain of the
eastern cities are overcrowded with
immigrants., whom they do not want.
The great problem seems to be to
prevent the undesirable immigrants
from landing and then to direct the
desirable immigrants to the place
where they are wanted and where
there Is work for them to do. Something is already being done along this
line, and Is commented
on by the
Wall Street Summary in the following
article:'
The plan recently adopted by one
of our states to establish in Europe
a permanent bureau, to direct the attention of prospective emigrants to its
resources and inducements for
is not hew, but it never has
been carried out so concretely heretofore. For years immigrants have
come to this country with no very
clearly defined ideas as to what they
rould do upon arrival, where they
would go or for what they were best
fitted. The Irish, who were among the
first to come, congregated in the
Eastern cities and soon found occupation on canals, railroads and various
public works. Large numbers of the
Germans went further west and while
a vast quantity settled in and about
Chicago, others invaded the Northwest and did much to upbuild prosperous towns and cities. Swedes and
Norwegians, as a rule, never did take
kindly to city and factory life, but
eagerly sought the country. They,
more than any other class, preferred
to till the soil and they succeeded

OSITIONS OVER

that our line of buggies, surreys, park
wagons and
is the most complete
and
line that has ever been shown in
the city. We are making very close figures on
these goods, and invite you tn come and examine
them. We think we can suit the most exacting
IN STYLE AND PRICE
We know

run-abou- ts

up-to-da- te

-

.

home-seeker-

wonderfully.
Today the problem of immigration is
largely confined to the Latin and the
Slav races. Instead of seeking the
fields of endeavor which most properly belong to them, these people of

Southern Europe leave their agricultural labors and hope to find a
refuge in the overcrowded confines of
our largest cities.
What each State should do, particularly those in the South and Middle
West, is to establish educational bureaus in Naples, Vienna, Odessa and
other European cities, for the dissemination of accurate information regarding its resources and possibilities. Prospective settlers should know
in advance something of the chances awaiting them for a living. In
other words, the 'homeseeker should
learn where best he can utilize his
training, ingenuity and ability. Certain of these people, particularly those
who know trades and are accustomed
to city life, would be out of place in
a rural community. It follows by no
means that New York and Chicago

W. P. Lewis Hardware Go
The Pioneers of Pair Price.

160 ACRES
Hondo

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
Skillman.
42tf i
FOR SALE: My place for sale. Apply Jack Fletcher, 109 N. Lea. S6t7

stoneware
FOR SALE: A new
laundry tub. Address H. J. Schwartz
93t5
FOR SALE:--Hig- h
grade piano, price
reasonable, 408 N. Richardson Ave.

WaterRight Land,

acres in alfalfa.

40

This land
days at

can be bad for a few
$35.00 per acre.

Carlton & Bell

303 NORTH flAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

Phone No. 35

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Kemp Lumber Go
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Lumber
The very best grades. We will satisfy you at all times.
Come and inspect our stoc k.

n

"ids."

Classified,

VALENTINES GALORE!
l.
have the largest and finest lot of Valentines in
Our stock consists of both fancy and comic, rnnging
in price from lc to $10.00. Take a look at our 'north win-

We

Ilos-wel-

dow,

,

Roswell Drug & Jewelry Cp.

93t6

FOR SALE:
Three or four miles
open woven wire fence. Apply Oa-- :
tf.
phone 347.
or
sis ranch,
FOR SALE.One rotary and drop
:
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
29tf
or write the Oasis Ranch.
FOR SALE:
Desert claim within
one-hal- f
mile of Artesia. Bargain.
Miss Nell R. Moore, 'phone No. 47.
6t2
Large house, four lots,
FOR SALE:
$6,500. Eight room house, artesian
well, $6,300. Either worth $7,000.
All
$2,360.
Seven room house,
close in. Miss Nell R. Moore, rear
American National Bank.
tl
"

FOR RENT.

M. D. BURNS. Agent.

TURN. THESE PROP

T."-r- -s

will offer the greatest inducements.
If it is true, and this is doubted by
many, that wages are larger in these
cities than anywhere else, it nevertheless is certain that the average
wage earner can live far better and
more economically in the smaller cities, besides giving his family greater
opportunities for healthful social enjoyment-New

York is already greatly overcrowded and several other cities are
receiving more people than really
can be wisely provided with profitable occupations. Immigration should
be systematized, so that the newcomers will be more generally distributed
and communities needing their services more quickly accommodated.
Aside from the needs of the smaller
cities, thousands of men are wanted
in the. fields throughout the country.
Kansas, Nebraska and all the Middle

FOR RENT: Three furnished rooms
93t6
200 East 8th St.
FOR RENT: Large Sunny Room for
two, also board. Phone 149, 719 N.
85tf
Main St.
states are crying out each year
Large room furnished Westfarm-handFOR RENT:
while the South is
for
house-keepinN.
912
light
for
particularly
of getting pick
desirous
96t3
Richardson.
ers for its cotton fields and men to
equip its mills and other growing in-

R.

E. LUND
LAWYER

Specialty nining Law
Navajo Block. - - 324 N. Main.

DORMANT ROSEBUSHES
At- ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.
Telephone 184.

J.

W. C. KbIiI.

Reid

&

M.

JIrvt7.

Hervey

LAWYERS
Room 9. Texas Block. Phone

5

ji

s,

IN: YOUR
MIND;

WANTED:
;

WANTED.
Boarders at the

verton Business; College

Wool- -

boarding

3 room' house on South'" Ken- - house, $20 per month, board and
room.
v
tuckej, $450.00.
By two ladies,' one or
WANTED.
4 room house on South Rich
two rooms furnished for light house
'
- keeping, by March-' first. References
ardson f 130O.O0.
exchanged. Apply Record office.
3 room house on North Mis94t3
'
souri Ave. f 1100.00
Toungman
POSITION:
WANTED
expe5 room house on West 5th
with live years
position
office. Sodesires
in
rience
Street f 1500.00
ber and reliable. Moderate salary.
Any of these, small payments
94t4
Box 324, Roswell.
down, balance like paying rent.
L0S1.
McCUNE,
Agent. LOST: Lady's-tantL
colored jacket.
-

'book-keepin-

lT
OKeOiSfficaiilE:!!

g

.

...

Lost while driving Tuesday, after--.
noon. Finder please leave at Rec.
95t2
ord office.

dustries.
Until some wise and determined effort is made by responsible parties
to direct the attention of those who
want to come to the United States,
leading their thoughts and activities
in the right channels, so long will
the immigration problem be a mixed
evil. Systematic distribution will obviate congestion, and place the immigrant where his labor will add to the
Nation's economic wealth.
to loan on irrigated farms
Long time loans. Interest payable annually witn privilege to pay off loan
before due. J. B. Her bat. Financial
Agent, 303 N. Main. opo. P. O.
$500,000

Come in and hear the phonograph speak, French, German or

Spanish

at

Joyce-Pru- it

Co.

Dr. T. E. Presley
SPECIALIST.

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hoars: 9 to 12 m. no. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

HI. NOWLAN
LAWYER
Garst B'ld'g.

Roswell. N. M.

E. B. STONE
HAY AND
GRAIN

GROCERIES

Phone 220, 5th and Ho.

would" t4o away with having to cross
Territory.
From San Elizario on-- to the" Guada numerous ridges an--1 arroyas if a
lupe mountain paint this route gradu course parallel to the mountains were
ally departs from the Mnea ot the. U, taken As these ridges ana arroyas
in an
H. & S A. and the Texas ft Pacific run out from the mountains
;
direction
railroads, and very equally divides the easterly
canyon
I think the Guadalupe
distance between the above mention- would
have to be spanned by trestle
ed roads and the El Paso ft Southwes work
canyon is from 500 to
tern railroad, so that at San Loren 800 as the
feet across- from bank to bank,
zo pass, distant about 30 miles from
San Elizario, the distance from the about 200 feet deep and the walls
G., H. ft s. A. is about 30 miles and quite abrupt and rocky.
Respectfully submitted.
from the E. P. ft S. W. railroad about
R. J. OWEN,
35 miles; while at the Salt Lake the
CIvii Engineer.
from the Texas ft Pacific
distance
BILLS IN
TWO QUESTIONABLE
o
OBSERVAT railroad is about 50 miles and from
ENGINEER SUBMITS
Atlanta Ball Player to Wed.
TRODUCED BY HOLT.
IONS TAKEN ON EL PASO
the E. P. ft S. W. railroad the dis- Atlanta,
Ga., Feb. 14. Baseball-fan- s
tance is considerably greater. The
CARLSBAD R. R.
point of the Guadalupe mountains to throughout the South are taking a
the Pecos Valley railroad is 40 to 50 keen interest in the approaching marmiles, but this route gradually ap- riage of Otto Jordon, the star second
proaches the same railroad until sackman and captain of the Atlanta
Southern league team, to Mrs. Alice
Carlsbad is reached.
Lilly Roberts of this- city. The wedARREST ON RUMOR
Water.
and will
From San Elizario along the propos ding is set for
IS EASY TO BUILD
ed route for about 15 miles good wa- take place at the residence of the
ter can be obtained at a depth of less bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. R.
than 500 feet, but from here on to a Lilly, of Inman Park. Many handpoint about ten miles west of the some preseats have already been reSalt flats, water has not been obtained ceived from ball players and fans
at a depth of less than 800 feet. Up- in this and other cities. Jordan was Opens the Way for Malicious Perse
on Lanier's ranch, situated 50 miles bought by the Atlanta management cution and Intimidation of Innocent
There Are No Great Difficulties
San Elizario and about 40 miles from the Brooklyn club of the NationPersons, With No Redress on the
The Way of the Building of the Pro from
from the Sierra Blanca station on the al league two years ago and is admitMany Objections to
posed Road. Plenty of Water and Texas & Pacific railroad there Is a tedly the best ball player in the south Aggressor.
Changing County Seat of Torrance
The Country and well 800 feet deep in which the water era league. Two years ago he managAn Easy Grade.
rises 200 feet and the suoply is abun ed the Atlanta team and last year act County.
the Soil Along the Proposed Route. dant,
in the Salt flats, wnieh are ed as captain. For the last two years
about six miles in width, east and he has made this city his home and
on
west
this route, water is obtained
been in business here since the
as shallow as ten feet. From the has
closing of the last baseball season.
point of the 'mountains on to Carlsbad Through his connection with the ball
water can be obtained at a reason team he has become one of the best
The following is the report of the able depth by boring, while In the known citizens of the city and has Special Mail Correspondence.
civil engineers on the proposed rail draws leading out from the east side many friends in all walks of life. He
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 12. Two
road from El Paso to Carlsbad, as of the mountains an abundance of will probably be retained as captain bills were introduced in the house
good
water can be obtained at l!ss of the Atlanta team this year.
published in the El Paso Herald:
than 200 feet. There are numero ip
on Monday afternoon, by Holt, which
El Paso. Texas. Feb. . 1907.
springs
fine
all along the east side Mme. Schumann-HeinMessrs. A. Courehesne, Z. T. White, of the mountains
an American. appear Innocent enough pn their face,
might
among
whica
and Others:
Mme. Schumann-Heinmentioned Pine Spring. Nichols
will today but they afford possibilities which
Gentlemen: I herewith submit the be
Springs, Ash Springs. Mc- take out her final naturalization pa
following report of observation taken Spring. Bell
it might be well to look into.
Spring. Rader Spring, Black pers and become a
over the proposed railroad route from Kitrick
citi
Spring;
Blue
and
also
spring
river
The first of these bills is House
San Elizario, Texas to Carlsbad N Independence Springs, Cherry Springs zen of the United States. The famous
M, between January 24th and Feb Rector
No. 69, which is 'a- bill to amend
Bill
Spring, Delaware Spring and singer is now at her home in New
ruary 6th. 1907, together with a pro others which
Jersey,
are
days
went
east
a
where
of
she
the
few
route
3428 of the Compiled Laws
section
file map of the route. The elevations traveled over by our party. The flow ago for the purpose of perfecting her
were taken from barometer readings from
1897,
relative to the issuance of
of
Blue Spring is about 16 seconds citizenship. As her husband William
and were taken along the old San Eli feet or
Rapp,
per
an
120
is
gallons
American,
would
be
second;
on information and belief.
from
she
warrants
east
road,
to the
zario and Salt Lake
Grapevine is about ten seconds feet
citizen by virtue of that fact, but
enside of the Salt flats, and from the lat or 75 gallons per second, while the she is determined to take the step her The second is House Bill No. 70,
ter point to Pine Spring Canyon along flow from Rattlesnake Springs is a self. Intensely patriotic all her senti titled an act to repeal sections 1241,
the old Butterfield stage road , and little less than from Grapevine ments bind her. to the land of her ad- 3439, 3440 and 3447 of the Compiled
from there on to Carlsbad, along the Spring.
I did not measure the flow option, and she declares that she Laws of 1897 and for other purposes.
old EI Paso and Carlsbad road.
from any of the others mentioned. will always hold the American flag
Section 3428 of the Compiled Laws
About 29 miles from San Elizario The rainfall in the vicinity of Salt before her children as a symbol of heprovides: "That hereafter no warwe reached an elevation of 5100 feet flats and the mountains
is consider- roic liberty.
Mme. Schumann has not been guilty rant for the arrest of any person
which is 450 feet higher than San ably greater than at El Paso, where
Elizario, which gives an easy grade it amounts to nine inches annually, of "race suicide" despite her busy ac- charged with a misdemeanor or crime
of about 15 feet per mile; the course but at Carlsbad it amounts to about tivity as a singer. She has eight chil shall be issued out of any court or
of the route to this point being almost 15 inches annually. The residents of dren, six of whom are boys. The old- by any justice of the peace in this terdue east. This elevation of 5100 feet the mountain district say that there est of the latter is now an officer on
was reached in what is known
they do not need irrigation for farm a passenger steamer, and the oldest ritory on the official oath of any prosSan Lorenzo Pass. From San Lorenzo ing, as they have plenty of rainfall daughter is the wife of a German phy- ecuting officer, nor upon the informapass to the salt lake, a distance of 45 to grow good crops.
sician. Five of the boys and one tion and belief only of any such offi
girl are with her in New Jersey.
miles, the course is a little north of
Tonnage.
cer or other person; but in all. cases
east, with a gradual grade of about
At present the tonnage is made up
such warrants shall only issue upon
0th of mainly of livestpck. Between San
25 feet to one mile or about
Texas Cock Main.
affidavit of such officer or other
1 per cent.
From Salt Lake to the Elizario and the point of the GuadaDallas.
14. Sportsmen the
Tex..
Feb.
east side of Salt flat basin, the land lupe mountains the number of cattle ffom many states are in Dallas today person, showing specific facts within
is almost level, the elevation being and horses are about 77,000 head, to witness the cock main at Ward's his or their own personal knowledge,
about 4000 feet above sea level. From and from the mountain point to Carls cock pit between
twenty-on- e
Missisthe east side of Salt flats to the east bad there are about 143.000 cattle and sippi sawyers owned by W. L. Miller that constitute probable cause for the
issuance of the same." The bill inside of Guadalupe Canyon at a point horses and 40.000 or 50,000 head of of Mississippi and twenty-one- near the lower Guadalupe spring, a sheep, making a total of about 220.000 Ureys owned by Griffin & Macklin.Gin-of troduced by Mr. Holt provides that
distance of about ten miles, the up head of horses and cattle and 40.000 Dallas. The stakes are among the warrants may be issued on informagrade is a little over 2 percent, but or 50.000 sheep. About 30 miles south largest ever fought for in Texas, being tion and belief. There is nothing parthis grade can be greatly reduced by west from Carlsbad there is a guano $250 on each fight and J5.000 on the
increasing the distance, which I think cave whose output now is one carload odd. There is much rivalry between ticularly strange about this as many
warrants are issued on information
can be easily done. About two miles per day, which
has to be freighted to the supporters of the two breeds of and belief.
east of the south' point of the Guada- Carlsbad
cocks and much money will probably
wagons
by
horses
drawn
in
lupe mountains, we reached the Sum- and mules. There are said to be im change hands. The main will last
The next bill repeals section 1,241
mil., uvuig auuui suu iecL nuvjvt; ova
three days.
is as follows: "If any person
which
east
sulphur
the
deposits
in
mense
of
a
we
took
level.
From the summit
part of El Paso county and south
maliciously,
without probably
shall
course for Carlsbad of about north 45 era
Deals in Real Estate.
of Delaware creek, where machinery
.attempt to have presented by
cause
degrees east, crossing Pine Spring is
The following deeds have been filed
being placed for its working and
canyou, Nichols Spring canyon; Lapreparation for shipment. Along the for record in the office of Probate an indictment or other prosecution,
mar creek canyon in which are locat- route
for any crime or misdemeanor, to be
we traveled the nearest point Clerk and Recorder F. P. Gayle:
ed the group of five springs known as to these
sulphur fields is some 15
commenced against any person, or if
Ash Springs;, McKitrick canyon, at miles, which
J.
R.
Dendinger
wife
to
EI
and
point is about where we
two or more persons agree between
the head of which is a large spring
the New Mexico and Texas Capitan Cattle Co.. for $40,000 of the themselves for that purpose; the perand at about 114 miles from San Eli- crossed
state line. The Salt Lake has been capital stock of said company, the son
zario we passed the well known G
so sought to be indicted or othsalt to all parts of the coun north half of section 29, the N. E.
Spring; and at 119 miles, the furnishing
prosecuted, being innocent,
try
erwise
a
hundred
several
for
distance
of
is
river,
where
there
quarter of section 30, the SE quarter
head of Black
in Texas, New Mexico and old
the person or persons who so offendalso a large spring. At 125 miles miles
20,
of
section
forty
acres
Mexico, for probably two or three
in section ed shall be fined in a sum not exceedis the Rattlesnake Spring; and about hundred
years There are copper 19, all in township 10, R. 25 E.
18 miles this side or southwest from
one thousand dollars, and be, imGuadalupe
in
mountains
the
The Lake Arthur Townsite Co. to ing
Carlsbad is the famous Blue Spring. mines one mile
prisoned not more than six months,
south of the New Mex- David Aleshire, for $160,
The Guadalupe canyon, where a rail- about
3,
1,
2,
lots
and for ever after disqualified to serroad would cross it is from 500 to ico line in which considerable develop
10, 11 and 12, block 77, Lake Arthur.
ve as juror or to vote at any election."
800 feet wide and from 100 to 200 ment work has been done and at one
F. M. Dowdy and wife to Thomp.
point a tunnel some 600 or 700 feet
feet deep.
It also repeals section 3,439 which
sev
long
which
from
run.
has
been
son
W. Grace, for $314.50, lots 10, 11,
Country and f oil.
capital cases in which
ore
shipments
been
have
of
eral
12, 13 and 14, block 3, also lot 14, reads: "In all
From San Elizario to Carlsbad, is
the defendant shall be acquitted the
mainly a grazing or stock country, al made. These mines are owned by .block 4, Maywood addition to
costs shall be paid by the prosecutor.,"
though there are valley lands all along Milwaukee parties. I learned that
3,440 which is as
the route which could be farmed and th owners are soon to resume develop
Lula M. Dickson and husband to It repeals section
would produce good crops if a supply ment work upon them. These mines
follows: "In all case where any perpoint
some
be
from
reached
could
best
Roper,
John
irriga
A.
of water could be obtained for
for $100, a tract of son shall be committed or held to
ting. The entire Salt flats will undoubt on the proposed route, which would 32 acres in
and an interest answer a criminal offense, and no inedly be farmed in the near future, as be situated in the Salt flat country.
in the Crow & Garrett ditch.
Land.
the water there is very shallow and
dictment shall be found against such
Carolyn
Francis Hunt to H. J. person, the prosecutor shall be liable
About 100 miles of this route is In
in many places the lands are very
s
Thode. for $10,000, eighty acres in
productive.
From San Elizario to the the state of Texas and
for the costs." Another section repealwest foothills of the Guadalupe moun of this distance is across public school
and two water rights in the ed by this bill is as follows: Sec
tains the soil is generally sandy and and Texas state university land: while Northern Canal of. the Felix Irrigation 3,447. "Hereafter the costs in
is well covered with gramma grass. the remainder of the distance is thru tion Co.
From the point of these mountains blocks of alternate sections of public
prosecutions in which there
&
Pacific
John W. Warren and wife to R. T. criminal
rail
to the line of New Mexico the land is school land and Texas
no
conviction, the same shall
shall
be
securing
so
question
land,
of
the
Young, for $1,150, lot 9. block 3,
rough, with numerous ridges extend road
not be taxed against the prosecuting
ing eastward from the foot of the a right of way should not be very aiffladdition
to Roswell.
witness, unless the court and jury
In the vicinity of
mountains with intervening draws or cult to handle.
J. W. Gamel and wife to B. F. Rose,
valleys varying In width. At the head Lanier's ranch, which is upon univertrying
such causes shall find that
of these draws and in some of them sity land, the Texas university owns for $450, part of lots 8, 9 and 10, block the prosecution has been malicious
lan-450,000
24,
and
of
acres
controls
ill
West Side addition to Roswell, and without reasonable cause."
several miles out from their heads
are some 35 or 40 springs between of which is under a long term lease making a lot 140 by 53
feet.
These sections taken together are
the point of the mountains and the and this route passes through this
S. B. Owens and wife to Frank S.
east
land
and
a
west
for
cf
distance
New Mexico line.
springs
These
full of possibilities. A person might
could easily be piped out to the fertile 36 miles The public school land aiong Crosson, for $2,000, lot 2, block 50, hear a street rumor and secure a war
valleys and the water used for irri- this route is mostly under lease for West Side addition to Roswell.
rant, against an innocent person by
gation. From the New Mexico line terms not generally exceeding five
complaint "on information
to Carlsbad, the country is a gentle years. And, whenever, any of tnese
Figure
B.
F. Smith when yon making a.
with
slopes towards the northeast and con- public school lands are placed upon want buggy painting.
belief" without the danger of in
and
Phone 175. 7r curring
tains some good farming land. At pre- the market for sale the price per acre
the risk of having to pay
sent there is very little farming done ranges from $1 to $1.50. while the
might dq this maliciously
costs.
He
per
per
acre
annum is
along the entire route as shown upon lease price
and still escape either the payment
the profile, except in the vicinity of generally 3 cents.
I
Grade.
of costs or punishment for malicious
Grapevine Spring, Rattlesnake Spring
As will be noticed by inspecting the
prosecution. With a willing district
ana some parts or Black river and profile,
show
first four miles
the
Blue Springs valleys.
In the Pecos highest the
attorney,
no end of trouble might be
percent
grade.
can
of
This
river valley farming has been carried easily
to persons who are not
out
dealth
1
percent
to
or
reduced
be
less
The
on and fine crops of alfalfa, fruits, etc by
gradually ascending from the valfriendly to the gang, even though no
grown for a number of years.
ley to the top of the mesa; while the
Two Balls Adjuster crime had been committed. Section
observations taken were taken while
1,241 of the compiled laws now proabruptly ascending. 'The grade - at
vides adequate punishment for perust the thinfj
San Lorenzo pass can easily be reduced to 1 percent or less by locating
sons who maliciously attempt to se
For
the line through a wide draw which
cure indictments or for two or more
lies a short distance to the north of
Office,
Store
persons
or
Home
who conspire to secure the
old
the
salt road. The 'grade from
If you use
indictment of an innocent person. It
Salt flats up to the Guadalupe canyon
can be equally reduced by locating
does not appear that there can be
the route about four miles to the north
ELECTRIC LIGHTS any good reason for the repeal of
about five unites north from its west
this section, or any reason for that
side, where a gradual ascent should
Come in and let me matter except for the purposes of inbegin and pass around either the north
show you how to get timidation and persecution. With the
end of this foothill mountain or the
more light for less mon-- sections above referred to repealed
south end. In this way sufficient" dis
tance could be obtained to reduce the
maliciousi
and designing persons
grade After passing the summit I
secure
might
the arrest of any person
Stay Put at Any
think an excellent location could be
whether guilty of crime or not, with
made and ' an- easy grade found by
perfect impunity either as to .payHeight
running,, east' from the summit and
passing. near Independence Snrinir.
ment of costs incurred or punishment
thence following the old Butterfield
for conspiring to secure indictments
X i,;-- road easterly for several miles further
cause. Should these
Carlsbad; or by going from the sumbills anil the- district attorney bill be
mit northerly to Pine Spring canyon
and then follow a long, gradually depassed,' there would, be a fine oppor
scending ride to' the D" ranch and
tunity
for Bursum and his district at
Cherry Springs, from which point the
EXPERT TUNING.
torneys; to . make K interesting' fori
way
remainder
easy
would
of
the
be
TelephokB 322.the doubting Thomases who have
w locate,
wiener or these two routes
"
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been saying uncomplimentary things
'
about hiin.
The hearing of the citizens of Las
Vegas and East Las Vegas who were
here in the interest of the new county of Garfield and those against it
was not completed on Monday afternoon and was continued on Tuesday before the house committee on
counties and county lines. Prospects
are good that this) committee will
have considerable business before
the end of the session. More petitions
have - been referred to this commit
tee protesting against the change of
the county seat of Torrance county
from Estancia to Willard. In all eight
petitions containing the names of
aboutl,500 residents of Torrance coun
ty have been received by the house
protesting against the removal. A
special tram will leave here on
Thursday morning with the members
of the Legislature for a trip to the
different towns in Torrance county
on the line of the Santa Fe Central.
This is done for the purpose of allow
ing the legislators to see for themselves the relative importance of the
towns along this line. A map has al
so been prepared showing the land
It is expected that bill for the in
formation of Pyramid county may be
introduced at any time and there are
rumors that another effort will be
made to get the Artesia county pro
ject before the legislature.
"

V-

.

LOOMIS.

Carter Harrison Homeward
Los

Angeles,

Cal.,

Feb.

Bound.

14.

Carter Harrison of Chicago,
who has been spending the winter
at Pasadena, will leave for home to
morrow in response to numerous re
quests from business and professional
friends tnat he again become a can
didate for mayor. Mr. Harrison says
he will accept the nomination if of
fered, but will not seek it.
Subscribers for Daily Record.
The Daily Record wants hundreds
of new subscribers in the Pecos Valley and Eastern New Mexico and it
is going to get them. We want live
energetic men to help us get these
subscribers and with that end in view
will make it well worth the time of
the right kind of young man to look
into this matter.
The Daily Record is the only daily
paper in Eastern New Mexico, and
prints more real news than any other
paper in the Territory, with the ex
ception of "Albuquerque papers. We
should have more readers of the Daily
Record and we are going to get them.
We have a hummer of a proposition
to offer the right persons. Call around
at our office and see the business man
ager and hear what we have to offer.

Investigate the I.
display in Joyce-Prishow window.

C.

S.

See

Co.'s

nt

'

THE WOMAN SUFFRAGE

MOVEMENT IS GROWING
' Chicago, IH., Feb. 14. The thirtyninth annual convention of the Nation
al American Woman Suffrage Associa
tion opened In Music hall in the Fine
Arts building this afternoon and was
called to order by the Rev. Anna Howard Shaw of Swarthmpre, Pena.,; president of the association. Brief addres
ses of welcome were delivered by Ella
Seass Stewart, president 6f the Illinois Suffrage Association and Minnie
E. Watkins, president of the Illinois
Federation of Women's Clubs. Re
sponses were made by Fannie J. Fernald, president of the Maine Woman
Suffrage association and others. Af
ter the appointment of committees on
credentials and finance, a symposium
on "Municipal Suffrage for Women'
was held, with Mrs. Charles Henro- tin presiding.
At the session thW evening the
visitors will be welcomed oh behalf
of the city by Mayor Dunne and on
behalf of the clubwomen by Gertrude
Blackwelder, president of the Chica
go woman's club. Hon. Oliver Stewart will speak followed by President
Anna Howard Shaw, who will deliver
-

-

her annual address.
A meeting of the executive commit
tee as held this morning in the Pal
mer house, waen final plans were
made for the observance tomorrow of
the 87th anniversary of the birth of
the late Susan- B. Anthony.
The reports of the various commit
tees presented to the convention state
that the movement for woman suff
rage has .made great gains during the
past year. It is pointed out that ma
ny influential newspapers, represent
ing all political parties, have recently
favored the granting of the ballot to
women. The American Federation of
Labor has gone on record as favoring
the movement and the National
Grange of the Patrons of Husbandry
has indorsed unanimously.
Reports from various states are ep
ually enthusiastic. Statements sign
ed by the chairman of both the Repub
llcan and Democratic state commit
tees of Colorado have been received,
emphatically denying the newspaper
report that woman suffrage was a fail
ure in that state and that the leaders
of both parties had determined to no
minate no more women for state offices. It is pointed out that Miss
erine L. Craig, the newly elected state
superintendent of public instruction
ran thousands of votes ahead, of her
ticket. In California, five of the six
parties participating in the last cam-

paign had woman suffrage planks in
their platforms. At the last Vermont
Legislature a woman suffrage bill pass
ed the house by a vote of 130 to 25
and lacked only three votes of passing the senate. As an evidence of the
growth of the movement, it is stated
that in 1870 a woman suffrage bill
before the Vermont legislature re
ceived but one vote. Reports from
many other states prophesy a victory
within a few years.
BENEFIT

FOR BRET
HARTE'S DAUGHTER.
New York, Feb. 14. A testimonial
performance of "Salomy Jane" with
Miss Eleanor Robson in the title role
was given this afternoon at the Lib
erty theater for the benefit of Mrs.
Jesamy Harte Steele, daughter of
Bret Harte, the poet. Through the
generosity of friends of Mrs. Steele,
she was recently enabled to leave
the almshouse at Portland, Oregon,
and come to New York. A large crowd
thronged the Liberty at today's perfor
mance and a large sum will be realiz- -

What w. n oodair minks
About Cement Made
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Bricks
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Chicago, 111. Jan. 25, 1907.
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Piano Barq ains

,
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without-probabl-

Bernard PosPiano.Co
-

I will want at least 100,000
cement bricks and you will hear from me
in a few days at Roswell.
ft

(Signed)

W.

.

H. Godair.

Mr. Godair, who is president of the First National Bank
of Roswell, haa entered into contract with us for cement
brick for his new buildings in Roswell.
For information or advice, see the

cial substitute,
but contended himself
with ' threats of : legal
proceedings
against Liebler & Company the owners of the Liberty Theater. Steele
is a magazine writer and was married
to the daughter of the famous poet
about eight years ago, when he was
on the staff of Scribners' magazine.
Mrs. Steele alleges that he haa not
given her a cent for several months
Mrs. Steele first appeared in the
Oregon 'metropolis, where she was
rescued from the poorhouse by New
York friends, about eighteen months
ago. As the daughter of one of the
greatest American literary men, she
was for a time highl ypopular in Portland social circles.
Her somewhat
eccentric ways are said to have offended some of the society leaders, and
she was dropped.. She lived in a fashionable Portland boarding house un- til early last summer, when she rent- -'
ed a small cottage on the Cape Eliza
beth beach, living there in solitude.
Finding nerself to pay for her board
at the summer hotel nearby, she per
mitted the proprietor to use her cot
tage as a lodging house for guests.
A few months ago she returned to
Portland and took up her residence
in one of the largest and most expen
sive of the hotels of that city. It was
from there she was taken, after ex
hausting her credit, and lodged in toe
Portland Almshouse.
W. C. Welden, a Portland attorney
who was well acquainted with Mrs.
Steele, has written the managers of
benefit performance as follows: "Mrs. Steele's case is certainly one deserving of sympathy, but fi;
nancial aid should be proffered in a
guarded way. Any money contributed
to her should be placed in the hands
of some thoroughly responsible person who will deal it out to her in pro
portion to her actual needs. She admits that she has no proper appreciation of the worth of money, and if
charity is given her without reserve
it will do little good. If she could be
given a boarding house in some quiet
location it would be good for her."
Since the coming to New York of
Mrs. Steele she has been living in a
small flat in a 158th street apartment
house, proffered by a former friend
of Bret Harte. "I shall always have
room for one of Bret Harte's children
said the old gentleman who owns the
's

building.
New York literary men who knew
Bret Harte state that Mrs. Steele's
improvidence and lack of thrift is a
trait inherited from her gifted father.
It is alleged that when Harte left for
England where he died five years ago,
he made no effort to provide for his
family.
SHOW AT
TRACTS BIG CROWDS.
York,
Feb. 14. The bench
New
show of the Westminister Kennel club
at Madison Square Garden continues
BOW-WO-

to attract constantly increasing attendances and the big building is today thronged with eager spectators.
from all over the country
are here and the universal comment
is that the present exhibition is without exception the greatest dog show
ever held in this country. The first
annual club luncheon of the Scottish
Terrier Club of America was held in
the banquet room of the Prince George
hotel at 1 o'clock this afternoon, with
over a hundred members of the organ
ization in attendance. The bull terrier club will hold its annual meeting
in the garden this afternoon, and the
breeding association will
hold its session this evening.
Dog-lover-

s

bull-terri-

St. Louis Registration Day.
St. Louis, Feb., 14. This is registra
tion day in St. Louis for the election
of April 2, when a house of delegates
and half members of the council will
be chosen. Thousands of voters are
registering as the books will be open
today only.

Contractors Convention.
Anniston, Ala., Feb. 14. Delegates
from every state in the union are here
today in attendance at the annual
meeting of the American ContracMany important
tors' Association.
problems are now being considered,
including the labor problem as affect-

Htindo Stone Mfg. Goi
A. L. W. NILSSON,
Phone 80
602 X. Main St.

the governor having fixed that date
for the execution.
Jesse Fitzgerald
of Knox county and Ben Huffaker of
Lyon county were sentenced on conviction of first degree murder, and
W. R. Fletcher and Guy Lyon of Logan county with be hanged for committing criminal assault.
o

American Violinist Before King.
London, Feb. 14. The Prince of
Wales will be in the chair and King
Edward will be the guest of honor at
concert of the Royal Amateur Orchestral society, when Albert
Spalding, the young American violinist, will make its premiere. The concert will be held in Queen's hall of
the house of representatives tonight.
Concert for Governor Folk.
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb., 14. A con
cert complimentary to Governor Folk
the state officials and members of the
state legislature will be given by the
students of Lincoln institute at the
hall of the house of representatives
tonight.

Keats Shelly Memorial.

literary and musical
for the benefit of the
A

T

.

V

f

program

Keats-Shell- y

memorial fund was given at the Waldorf Astoria this afternoon, many prominent musicians and literary men
and women taking part in the entertainment.
afternoon at
the same hotel a similar affair will be
given for the aid of the New York
Orthopaedic hospital.

We handle Cbase and
Coffee, "ft sells itself

San-bora-

's

"

& Co.

Wanted. $3,000.00

For three years. Best of real security given. See Col, Ava E. Page,
Agent.

Manager.
T?nttttrrT

Off-

elect-

Four to Hang in Kentucky.
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 14. Four men
will be hanged in Kentucky

Jaffa Prager

e

-

man for-- many years, the husband of
Mrs. Steele has been persistent In,'
his opposition to the benefit performance. Decrying a testimonial performance thrsugh Ms attorney, J. As--p
inwall Hodge, he offered no- - finan-

ed.

con-

truly,

unfortunate! woman.

it is stated "that ha has not
contributed to the support of the wo-

ing the general contracting.
for the ensuing year will be

Sir:

Yours

tot tha

While

icers

a wall.

J

'

Nilsson, Pres.,

Hondo Stone Mfg. Co,
Roswell, N. M.

year on the 7th of January I am more
than ever convinced that cement bricks
and blocks are the best materials for
building purposes that can be used. It
is a fact that they grow stronger and
more enduring the longer they remain in

:

-

W.

Referring to our several
versations of earlier dates about cement bricks, I have decided to give you
my order for several thousand bricks,
to be used for building purposes at
Roswell this summer. You know how often
I have spoken to you of my confidence
in all kinds of cement work, but since
attending the big cement building material convention held in Chicago this

.

.

L.

A

ed
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Now is the time to get cood corn.
oats, bran chops and bay, as our line
is complete.
COMPANY.

ROSWELL

TRADING

.

J. R-- Stanley was up from Dexter
today getting repairs lor machinery.
Mr. and Mrs. O. Qulgley came np
from Hagerman this morning to
spend the day shopping.

Dainty Forerunners of Spring

Mr, and Mrs.. Ben Allison drove np

from Lah Arthur yesterday to visit
relatives until tomorrow.

For the Woman Who Likes Dainty Things
Lace, Baby Irish and Embroidered

Tarn-ove-

H. H. Mclntire returned Wednesday
on the outo from a three weeks' busi
ness trip to the Mescalero Indian re
servation. He has joined his wife
here in an extended visit with her
brother E. A. Cahoon.

The Woman's Home Mission Socie
ty of the M. E. Church, South, will
hold a special meeting at the church
Friday afternoon at 3:00 o'clock. A
special program and light refreshments. All ladies are invited to at
95t2
tend.

An entire new line of Belts just received consisting of the newesc in Plain Silks,
Plain Crash Silks, Elastic Studded Belts and the very newest in Leather Belts.

J. M. Reid, his son Robert, Mr.
Rabb and Mr. She p par d have about
parking in front of their
finished
property, an entire block on Lea ave
nue. Mr. ' Reid says the cement curb
and filling costs about twenty dollars
for each fifty foot lot..

Prices 50c to $2.50 each.

Late Ideas in Hand Bags.

want a position? We
people
for all kinds of po
train
See
us at Joyce-Pruitsitions.
Do vou

These must be seen to be appreciated. A new assortment just received, consisting of open Shopping Bags, and Bag.s of Dressed leather and Undressed

's

Dick Seay leaves tomorrow for
Amarillo, where he will take up work
Hardware
with the Morrow-Thoma- s
Co., his removal to that place being
a part of the general change recent
ly started by the Roswell Hardware
Co., and Morrow-Thoma- s
interests.

Leather.

Each.

Dr. Z. T. Martin received a tele
gram this morning that his sister.
Mrs. M. T. McDonald, is dangerously
ill with heart trouble, at her home
in Winchester, Ky. Dr. Martin will
start for that place tomorrow morning
unless notified that she is improved.

JoycePruit Company
Dry Goods Department, Phone 164.

S. E. Gordon, the attorney from Beaumont, returned this morning from
a trip to Lake Arthur.

Concert tonight at

M. E. Church

S.

o

Mrs. R. E. Davis arrived last night
from Michigan City, Miss., and join
Mr.' and Mrs. J. A. Wilburn arrived ed her husband who located here
this morning from Carlsbad and will three months ago.
make their home in Roswell.
Tonight, the concert at M. E. church
Miss Ethel Robins is unable to at
B. A. Nelmeyer, the veteran sur- tend to her duties as
r
at
from
returned
has
Pearce
Frank
veyor at Carlsbad, came up this morn the First National bank on account
Amarillo.
ing to look after business interests. of an injured foot.
baa U
Boellner, the
Jeweler.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Gunrer. of Hope,
Mrs. Harry Holly returned to her
S7tf
cheaper.
came up Wednesday morning for a
home
in Dexter last night, after spend
friends.
Roswell
few days visit with
Ing several days here with her moth
Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sale
Henry Denner, R. L. Stidham and er, Mrs. Callie Doss.
at the Record Office.
D. L. and J. E. Baker, of Lake Arthur
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Washington ar
Mrs. M. S. Boyer returned to Am- came up this morning to spend the
rived last night from Indian Territo
day.
arillo this morning.
ry, and will be here and at Lake Ar
Mrs. K. K. Scott returned this
R. H. Owen an insurance man. left thur for several days.
from Carlsbad.
Wednesday on the automobile for
Mrs. P. M. Kendall and W. R.
Torrance after a short business visit
Eyes tested free at I B. Boellner, here.
came up from their ranch near
88tf
Jeweler and Optician.
Orchard Park this morning to spend
C. Benson. R. E. McNichol and C. two days with friends.
Will Lawrence came up from Lake G. Mason, of Hagerman, were among
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and two children

Roundtree, who recently pur
chased the Echols place southeast of
the Oasis ranch, left this morning for
his old home in Norman, O. T., to
prepare for moving his family here.
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arrived last night from Independence,
Mo., for a visit of four or five weeks
with her sister, Mrs. Sam Brame,
and brother, Howard Wilson.
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Mrs. S. E. Butler has resigned her querque after spending a few . days
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spending a few days in Roswell this
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Vocal solos tonight
Mrs. Frank Tallmage,
Violin, vocal and piano soloa at Alexander, Mrs. Edw. Ellis and Miss his dauehrer.
Hoots, of Illinois, who
Viola
Miss
and
M.
at
concert
Rodkey,
at the
the concert tonight. 35c admission. Edith
Mills home.
visiting
Is
at
the
E. Church South.
Tickets at Payton's.
Mrs. Robert Beers was in from the

Mr. Wynn has returned from St.
Louis where he has been for several
with his little son, while the latter
was in "straight jacket" for spinal
trouble. The boy was not greatly im
proved and the principal reason giv
en is that he exchanged Pecos Valley
weather for Missouri weather while
the treatment was being given.
o
Mrs. S. W. Burnham and daughter
Mrs. A. H. Gentzler, who have been
friend,
here for a month visiting-theiDr. D. H. Galloway and other friends,
left this morning for their home in
very
Chicago. They like Roswell
much. Mrs. Burnham is the wife of
the astronomer of that name, who
has won fame for his discovery of
double stars, having discovered more
r

binaries than any other astronomer.
Andrew Carnegie recently gave $15,
000 for the publication of his star catalogue.

NOTICE OF SHERIFF SALE.
By virtue and authority of an ex
ecutlon issued from the office of the
clerk of the District Court in and for
Chaves County, Territory of New Mex
ico, and to me, directed wherein T
L. Carotbers is plaintiff and Andrew
Olson is defendant being suit number
999 on the docket of said court.
have levied upon and seized the fol
charged
lowing described chattels
with the lien of an mortgage and
judgment therein dated 14 day of De
cember, 1906, for the sum of $210.00
and interest and attorneys fees for
Said
$21.00 and for costs thereon.
property described as follows:
One wagon, complete.
One McCormick mowing machine
One bay horse 4 years old, unbrand
ed, about 17 hands high.
One sorrel horse unbranded, 9 years
old. 15 hands high.
One gray mare unbranded, 9 years
old, with wire fence cut on left nind
leg.
I will on the 13 day of March, 1907
at 11 o'clock a. m., at the door of the
court house in said county and Terri
tory sell at public auction for cash

to the highest bidder the property
above described to satisfy said exe
cution and cost.

C. L. BALLARD,
Sheriff Chaves County N. M.
By O. Z. FINLEY, Deputy.
Tu5t

Nice, pleasant rooms,
FOR RENT:
2t
100 N. Missouri,

a

We handle Chase and San
born's Coffee. "It sells itself."

Jaffa Prager & Co.
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J. E. Hannum left this morning on
his return to Albuquerque, via Tu
cumcari. after spending ten days
here establishing a Pecos Valley ag
ency for the Continental Oil Co.

FOR

Albert Petty has leased his resi

dence on South Missouri avenue to
Prof. Dickens and will leave the lat
ter part of this week on a prospecting
trip to Bisbee ana Jjougies, a. 1.

160 acres of land in Sagaucbe County. Colorado, that
ia in the artesian belt of the San Lous Valley. 80 acres
last year.
broke and has raised crop of - small
artesian well and fenced. Will
house,
aell or trade for residence or small agricultural tract.in

m
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E. W. Mitchell returned this morn
ing from Hagerman, where be had
been for three days on business. His
wife remained to continue her visit
with her sister. Sirs. A. R. Teeple.
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HIT BACK.

Systematic Effort Being Made to Dis
e
credit and Hamper the

Eclipse
)CZ2

Inter-stat-
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Com-missio- n.

t
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Striking back!- The Interstate Com
merce Commission, never before so
powerful a factor in the government
as it is
has developed into a
peculiarly aggressive body. It has
gone ckseto the ipeople because it is
a common sense machine that really
sawsi wood. There are seven commissioners typical Americans,, from
seven widely separated parts of the

WIND-MIL- L

to-da- y,

Mrs.

Collars.
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CORPORATIONS

W. W .Pitta, the machinist, returnweek's pleasure
ed laat night from
trip to Portales and Lubbock. He
brought borne with him a lobo wolf

Want every EYE to look at our
stock of the Latest and most superb collection of
.

Valentines
-

A. K: MOTT

The Confectioner.
skin and tells the story that It fell
309 N. Main. - Oklahoma Block
under his unerring aim. -

,

country. Within a year's time they
have been forced to take a hand in
It
the exposure of much wrong-doinwas a. part of their work. They did
it.
When a dishonest head popped up he
fore them they hit it. And there was
no mysterious secrecy about the results of their Investigations. They
reported things as they stood in plain
language. But now some of the railroads and some of the other interests
that the Interstate Commerce Commission have lashed or may in the future give embarrassments, are beginning to make a systematic attempt
'
to strike back.
They are beginning a campaign to
discredit the work of the Commission. Watch the campaign.
Note
down the fact that one group of railroads has secretly employed a man
to vitate - the impression of the Commission given by the press to the
people, note that a railroad association with headquarters in Chicago has
begun to issue screeds containing insinuations that the Commission is
not efficient, that it is careless of its
accuracy of the facts which it gathers and publishes.
Vicious Criticism.
Note, too, that an organized attack
has been lately launched on the secretary, Mr. Moseley, who has in his
especial charge the enforcement of
the safety appliance law, and the investigation aimed at securing devices, which when put into compulsory-usyour
by Congress will lessen
chances of being hashed in a railroad wreck.
Remember the growling and snapping that went up because the Commission as an incident
to its investigations opened the door
that led to the exposure of the frauds
in Wyoming and other Western states
of the Standard Oil monopoly, of the
coal trust, of the grain business.
There is a strange viciousness in
the criticism that .the Commission has
been delving outside of its own field
in developing testimony which does
not Immediately concern carriers. The
testimony was incidental to the hearings, and it was valuable to the government. Perhaps the enemies of the
Commission did not like the direct
manner in which the latter got the
facts and spread them out to the public gaze. Perhaps the Commissioners
speak too plainly.
They do speak plainly. Last week
they sent to Congress a report on the
relation of the railroads to the production and distribution of oil. "The
evidence shows," says the report, "little basis for the contention that the
enormous dividends of the Standard
Oil Company are the legitimate result of its economies. Except for pipe
lines the Standard has little legiti
mate advantage over the independent
dealer." in another place "the Standard Oil interest buys advertising
space in many newspapers which it
fills with reading matter prepared by
its agents to appear as regular news."

Irritated Interests.

And again, "it has paid employes
of independent dealers for information as to the competitive business,"
and again, "it has tampered with the
oil inspectors In different states," and
the "ruin of its competitors has been
a distinct part of its policy," and
again, "local agents of railroads have
been In the employ of the Standard,"
and again, "the competitive methods
of the company in the. past have been
unfair and even disreputable. Its mote has' been the destruction of competition at any cost, and its policy has
been pursued without! much reference to decency or conscience."
A day or two after this report there
came the report on the railroad discriminations and monopolies in coal
covering the bituminous fields east
of the Ohio river. It was as clear a
statement of facts as was the oil report, and its conclusions were as positive, and its recommendations as to
remedy as
This kind of plain going is irritating to those interests in the country
which prefer to operate underground.
indusThe separation of the pipe-lin- e
try from the oil producing industry,
making the former a common carrier
which isthe remedial pill offered by
the .Commerce Commission for Standard Oil evils, is a hard dose for the
Standard Oil ring to swallow. Railroads do not wish it known
that accidents might be lessened by
further expenditure on safety systems
that Mr, Hill's car shortage might be
partially eliminated, such cries for sup
plies as are coming from storm bound
Dakota, stilled if less melons were cut
and more of the secretly stored assets were put out in improvements;
Mr. Harriman does not court investigation or desire the Commerce Comsure-foote-

mission's attempt to analyze his railroad domain' should receive much
weight. Therefore it Is to be expected that the coming months . will
bring an' active campaign of abuse
directed against the Commission's activities.-

,
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Watch Them 8trike Back.
A part, of that campaign has. already
-

Has stood the test of time and continues
to stand in a class of its own at the top.
The fact that the Eclipse Mill has been used
for twenty years by the ranchman of the
plains is fair proof as to the quality.
Fewer working parts to get out of order;
will stand more abuse, with less repairs than
any windmill made.

All Sizes from 8

to 25 foot

;liHiliii.7jT
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OWN IT ALL

I have purchased the entire interest of Mr. F. M. Jump in
the liverv business and am now the sole owner of the
PALACE LIVERY AND TRANSFER COMPANY.
My hack and buss will meet all trains and do a regular
call business.
I solicit the trade of the public and my effort will be to
please.

W. M. M INTER.

1

Pecos Valley Lumber Co
200 South

MainPhone

J175.
The largest and most
stock of LUMBER,
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.
up-to-da- te

Wholesale & Retail.
1

Estimates

begun. There was a resolution passed in the Senate on January 28th requiring the Commission to report as
to a certain investigator believed
to be in the employ of the Commission, and to turn in the results of his
investigations. The resolution was
trivial enough. But Senator Aldrich
took the occasion to say that he believed the resolution ought to call for
a report on all the special agents
and investigators and their work,
"inasmuch as Coilgress has to legislate on such matters."
Now let it be remembered that
the Commission has done much thru
special agents, and it has done it all
at little cost something under $8,000
a year. John T. Marchand was one
of their agents on a salary of $2,500
and was doing $5,000 worth of work.
These agents have to work quietly;
they may not noise their activities
unless they would impair their efficiency. Their investigations sometimes extend over many; many weeks.
Mr. Aldrich must know this. He must
known that the special agents have
got results at little cost. But Mr.
Aldrich is close to the Standard Oil
Ring. If the Commerce Commission
can trip the Ring it would be advisable to trip the trippers. A report on
all special agent's work might embarrass the Commission. It might give
a chance to its enemies to seek legislation limiting its use of special
agents. Figure this out for yourself.
Finally, it is a fair supposition that
when any government body really
saws wood, really seems ready
to
draw the illegal transactions of rich
and powerful interests to the surface,
there will be interesting development from the other side.
Watch them strike back.

Furnished.
ton,

Harold Hurd, Charles de Bre-moand J. V. Willson; Count Martini and W. F. Greenwood. The dinner was served on a beautifully decorated table, smilax and carnations
being used profusely to beautify the
place. After a delicious repast the
company spent a social hours.

The Presbyterian ladies are making extensive preparations for their
reception
Martha Washington
and
supper, which is to be given on the
evening
of Washington's birthday,
Feb. 22, in the rear of the IT. S. Market building. All the assisting ladies
will be dressed in Colonial costume
and the guests will be carried back
a hundred years or more by every
feature, of the entertainment.
The Tri Mu Society of the Chris-iachurch gave a party Tuesday evening at the home of Miss Myrtle
Aldridge in the southwestern part
of the city, there being a full attendance of the membership. The evening was pleasantly spent with guessing games and other amusements and
nice refreshments were served.
n

The Shakespeare Club will have a
called meeting at the residence of
Mr3. John W. Poe Saturday afternoon
at 3 o'clock. Associate members are
requested to be present.

The entertainment by Miss Edith
Rorlkey's ladies' chorus at the M. E.
Church South tonight will le quite an
event socially. The best talent of the
city has been secured to contribute
the various numbers. The program
will be started at 8:15

Notice.
All real estate men of Roswell are
urged to be present at a meeting at
Carlton & Bell's office next Saturday
5
night at 7:30, as the election of offIN
3
THE SOCIAL WORLD.
icers and other important business
F. W. Stockton, of St. Louis, who will be transacted.
R. H. McCUNE, Temp. Sec.
is making an extended visit in Ros96t3.
well, gave an eight o'clock dinner
last night at The Gilkeson compliMiss Lulu Godfrey, of Albia. Ia..
mentary to the following guests: has arrived to spend the winter with
Messrs. and Mesdames W. G. Hamil Miss Edna Mason.

FOR THE NEXT 10 DAYS
offer 20 Per Cent Discount
on Wall Paper to make room for

We

new goods.

THE DANIEL DRUG CO
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